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1. Background information on EEBO and the UM 
Libraries’ EEBO cataloging project 

2. Project procedures and findings

3. Recommendations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My goal is to present background information, project procedures, and findings that will connect the dots leading to my recommendations.



Background Information 

“A meeting in April 2015 explored the potential withdrawal of valuable 
collections of microfilm held by the University of Maryland, College 
Park Libraries. This resulted in a project to identify OCLC record 
numbers (OCN) for addition to OCLC’s Chadwyck-Healey Early English 
Books Online (EEBO) KBART file.”  
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Beth Guay, "A Case Study on the Path to Resource Discovery," Information Technology and Libraries, 
36:3 (2017), 18. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Early English Books Online, or “EEBO,” contains digitized versions of microfilm resources held by the University of Maryland Libraries in the series Early English books, 1475-1640 and Early English books, 1641-1700. The cataloging project goal was: If we were to withdraw our microfilm resources, then we should ensure the discoverability of their equivalent digitized versions. In other words, for each microfilm version catalog record that would be deleted, we should have an equivalent e-version catalog record. Since the UM Libraries has transferred the source of e-resources discovery and access from its “Classic Catalog” to WorldCat Discovery, we’ll take a brief look under the hood of WorldCat Discovery.

http://eebo.chadwyck.com/home


Background Information
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KBART Phase II Working Group. Knowledge Bases and Related Tools (KBART): Recommended Practice: 
NISO RP-9-2014. (Baltimore, MD: National Information Standards Organization, 2014), 28.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WorldCat Discovery uses KBART files (or knowledge bases) for e-resources discovery.  The NISO KBART Phase II Recommended Practice gives this sample KBART file entry for an eBook; note it represents a spreadsheet row and was broken into sections for viewability in the publication.  eBook cataloging via WorldCat Discovery requires OCN, or OCLC numbers, in appropriate columns of the spreadsheet rows. The OCN automate holdings updates on WorldCat catalog records that in turn point back to the KBART file URLs for direct linking to e-resources. 
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Background 
Information

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The copies of works in the 1475 to 1640 microfilm series were sourced from a Short-title catalogue, or “STC,” compiled by Alfred Pollard and Gilbert Redgrave and first published in 1927; the copies in the 1641 to 1700 series were sourced from Pollard and Redgrave’s “sequel,” which was Donald Wing’s Short-title catalogue, or “Wing,” first published in 1945. In 1942,* Eugene Power, founder of University Microfilms International (UMI), began filming copies of these works. The Libraries purchased the available reels and loaded MARC records from OCLC’s Major Microforms Service in 1994. By 2010 the Libraries owned ~5000 individual microfilm resources in the 1475-1640 series and ~41,000 in the 1641-1700 series.  *ProQuest, “The Early Chronology of UMI and the Early English Books Microfilm Collections” at http://eebo.chadwyck.com/about/about.htm, viewed June 11, 2018. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Each annotated entry in STC and Wing was numbered and each annotation identified via a code the institutions then known to have held copies. For example, STC location code “HD” represents “Harvard University”; “L30” represents “London University,” and so on. In her 2016 publication, “Where is that Book? Tracing Copies Imaged for EEBO,” Meaghan Brown, Fellow for Data Curation at the Folger Shakespeare Library, wrote: “When UMI imaged a book, they also photographed a small card, which typically included the book’s identifying information including the library it came from.” (Meaghan Brown, March 17, 2016). 



Background Information – Cooperative Cataloging
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 1993, Martin Joachim, then Principle Cataloger, Indiana University Libraries, Bloomington, described a project to catalog the Wing collection. He wrote: “In order to maintain standards and consistency among the five libraries, the project director prepared a ‘Wing STC Project manual.’ The manual includes general information, information on authority work, a bibliography, a discussion of special cataloging problems and procedures, sample records, and database input Guidelines … Bibliographic Description of Rare Books … was the tool used by project catalogers.” (Joachim, 1993: 111,114).After the five cataloging project participants completed the cataloging of  24,812 titles, UMI took the work on. UMI, now ProQuest, continues to catalog the microfilm resources, with the same standards described by Joachim. In a recent ALCTS News column, Katelyn Borbely, Metadata Librarian at ProQuest, said:  “I was originally hired on as a rare books cataloger for our Early English Books and Early European Books product … For rare book cataloging, you have to have knowledge of the standards, rules and best practices for describing special collections materials. In addition, it’s crucial to have an understanding of the historical context, some understanding of book history and the history of book production, as well as languages.”
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d like to focus your attention on the citation note labeled “references” in this microfilm version record in the Libraries’ Classic Catalog. The citation note is sourced from the MARC 510 field as defined to provide abbreviated forms of citing sources and locations within the citing sources, here, STC 2nd ed. and 379, respectively. [animation] I’d also like to point out that these metadata elements are indexed and retrievable in the Classic Catalog.



Project Procedures
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
After the April 2015 meeting, we determined there was not a one-to-one correspondence of our microfilm version to comparable WorldCat e-version records.We extracted the microfilm MARC records from ALEPH, and from them we exported their titles and OCN (in purple) to a file which was then merged with a copy of OCLC’s EEBO KBART file. These merged files are used by catalogers in the project’s work. 



Using OCLC’s Connexion 
cataloging client as our 
tool, we identify 
electronic version catalog 
records comparable in 
quality to the 
corresponding microfilm 
version records. 

We judge that e-version 
records, having metadata 
matching our microfilm 
version record metadata, 
will ensure comparable 
resource discoverabilty.*
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using the Connexion cataloging client, staff retrieve a microfilm version record by its OCN, then select: words from titles, words from the names of the institutions holding the filmed copies, publication dates; and additional search limiters as shown here. *We judge that e-version records having metadata matching that of our microfilm version records will ensure comparable resource discoverability*
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next catalogers check the MARC 510 fields to verify matches. When our holdings are not on the matching e-version records retrieved, we search the KBART file for matching e-version entries; and from the URLs we link to the EEBO catalog records, which we view to confirm that they too match. Then we record the e-version OCN in the appropriate row and column of our spreadsheet.When equivalent e-version records already have our holdings, we verify that the OCN are in the appropriate rows and columns of our spreadsheet and that they link to matching EEBO catalog records. 
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Project Procedures and Findings

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So we have found that many e-version OCN in OCLC’s EEBO KBART file are correct, and many are missing. Another finding: not all available e-version records meet our criteria. The name of the institution that owns the filmed and digitized copy is missing from this e-version record, so our search strategy excludes it from retrieval. [animation] In the microfilm version record, I’ve highlighted the missing metadata. In these cases, we annotate our spreadsheets to record the “non-matches” to alert us that additional work is required.  
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another finding: some KBART file e-version OCN are incorrect. OCN 606995129 describes a copy of a work printed in 1645, cited by Wing as H400.When one clicks on the WorldCat “View eBook” link [animation] however, one links to an EEBO catalog record describing a copy printed in 1647, cited by Wing as H401. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Take another look at our Classic Catalog record shown earlier along with its WorldCat catalog record view. In WorldCat, the MARC 510 citation note is not displayed, nor is it indexed.  Therefore, regardless of whether one is searching WorldCat for a print, microform, or electronic version of a scholarly resource using these metadata as search keys, one will not produce a valid result. The Libraries’ Classic Catalog and EEBO do provide this option, which is lost in WorldCat Discovery. [note that this is a record describing the microfilm version of the resource and that the View eBook link is a result of OCLC’s clustering of the Libraries e-version access with the microfilm version record] 



Project Findings 

1. Metadata quality matters.
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2. Metadata quality matters.

3. Cooperative cataloging matters.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Project findings and research reveals that 1. The importance of the information in catalog record notes identifying institutions owning the filmed and digitized copies should not be understated. In fact ProQuest has taken additional steps in EEBO to allow search limiting to institutions holding the filmed copies. Ian Gadd, bibliographer and book historian, put the value of this information into context, stating: “ … to stress a point that anyone who has taken a pre-1800 bibliography course will know – different copies from the same edition might vary, sometimes markedly. The copy of a pre-1700 book that we are examining … cannot be taken as representative of the whole edition in the way that we assume is the case for modern books. Bibliographical scholarship … uses surviving copies to reconstruct, as best it can, the edition itself ...” (Gadd, 2009: 686).2. Second, metadata elements found in the MARC 510 fields are critical scholarly access points.  3. Approximately 200 primarily academic and research libraries have holdings on the English language of cataloging collection level record for EEBO. While high quality microfilm version records are available for the individual titles, many of the e-version records lack the available, qualitative metadata. 



Recommendations—Moving Forward
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ProQuest STC-Wing list of scanned image sets, downloaded from 
http://eebo.chadwyck.com/about/about.htm, About EEBO April 3, 2018

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving forward: ProQuest has made its microfilm version record metadata available.This is a copy of its file of scanned image sets downloaded in April 2018. Digitization dates given in this file are March to April 2016. The ID column gives the OCN of the microfilm version records that have been digitized. Some, but not all of the comparable e-version records have been cataloged. A cooperative effort among the 200 institutions holding this collection to produce e-version records based on these microfilm version records could provide timely and cost effective production of qualitative e-version records. 

http://eebo.chadwyck.com/about/about.htm
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Image of a ProQuest spreadsheet, downloaded from “About EEBO“ webpage, April 3, 2018 
http://eebo.chadwyck.com/about/about.htm

Recommendations—Moving Forward

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ProQuest indexes its citation note metadata. If OCLC were to do so, it could leverage this metadata to improve e-resource discoverability. Beyond providing WorldCat search and retrieval functionality to citation note metadata for the print, electronic, and microform version resources, OCLC could support provision of more and more accurate direct links to e-resources via KBART file OCN. OCLC’s ISBN and title matching algorithms to identify OCN when they are lacking from a provider’s KBART file is less than optimal for early works such as these. 

http://eebo.chadwyck.com/about/about.htm


Recommendations—Moving Back
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If OCLC were to index the MARC 510 fields, a data set could be compiled and used to compare microfilm and e-version record metadata for identification of e-version OCN in need of record enhancements. [This possibly should be further explored] An automated or cooperative effort to perform the enhancements could provide timely, cost effective quantitative and qualitative improvements to e-resources metadata and discoverability. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Consider the possibility of improved library resource discoverability for all materials cited by seminal works pre-dating the adoption of standard numbers such as ISBN, and the possibility that scholars will begin their research in discovery services because discovery services open a path to all of the resources they seek, in whatever database, library, museum, or archive the resources may lie. 



Recommendations: Summary
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1. A cooperative effort among the ~200 institutions with EEBO holdings to produce 
e-version records based on ProQuest’s microfilm version records could provide 
timely and cost effective production of qualitative e-version records. 

2. OCLC should index the MARC 510 field metadata to improve e-resource 
discoverability. Beyond providing WorldCat search and retrieval functionality to 
metadata in citation notes for the print, electronic, and microform version 
resources, OCLC could support provision of more and more accurate direct links 
to e-resources via KBART file OCN. 

3. If OCLC were to index the MARC 510 field, a data set could be compiled for 
comparison of microfilm and e-version record metadata to identify e-version 
OCN in need of record enhancements. An automated or cooperative effort to 
perform the enhancements could provide timely, cost effective, quantitative and 
qualitative improvements to e-resource metadata and discoverability. This 
possibly should be further explored.

4. ProQuest should include its access points for the institutions holding the filmed 
copies of the resources in its microfilm version records contributed to OCLC.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide presents a summary of my recommendations. Note #4 was not explicitly stated. 
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• Slide 5: Pollard and Redgrave, 2nd edition, revised & enlarged, volume 1, title page 
• Slide 6, Pollard and Redgrave, 2nd edition, revised & enlarged, volume 1, page 15
• Slide 7, Cooperative Cataloging: Past, Present, and Future (New York: Haworth 

Press, 1993), page 105
• Slides 10, 11, 12, 15, 18, 19 OCLC. OCLC Connexion Client
• Slides 13, 19, ProQuest. EEBO, Early English Books Online database
• Slide 13, 14, WorldCat UMD
• Slide 19, Readex, America’s Historical Imprints
• Slide 19, English Short-Title catalogue ESTC 
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This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 
International License. To view a copy of this license, visit 
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ or send a letter to 
Creative Commons, PO Box 1866, Mountain View, CA 94042, USA.
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